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To: Carol Pilgrim, President, Association for Behavior Analysis International

CC: Maria Malott, CEO
Erin Rasmussen, Past President
Ruth Anne Rehfeldt, President-Elect
Christopher Newland, Incoming President-Elect
Claire St. Peter, Applied Representative
Christine Hughes, Experimental Representative
Deisy das Graças de Souza, International Representative
Kent Johnson, Member at Large
Martha Pelaez, Member at Large
Jomella Watson-Thompson, Incoming Member at Large
Allyson Salzer, Student Representative
Rita Olla, Student Representative
Stephanie Valentini, Student Representative
Fernanda Oda, Incoming Student Representative-Elect
Area Coordinators, 2022 Annual Convention

From: Amy Odum, Program Committee Chair
Jonathan Tarbox, Program Board Coordinator

Re: Resignation

Date: May 4th, 2022

Dear Carol,

We have been honored to serve as Program Board Coordinator and Program Committee Chair
for the Association for Behavior Analysis, International (ABAI). The purpose of this letter is to
tender our resignations from these positions and to provide our rationale. In the fall of 2021, we
communicated with ABAI CEO Maria Malott via email that we had concerns about the ethics
involved in including presentations on contingent skin shock (CSS) in the ABAI Annual
Convention program and that we were interested in carefully considering this issue with
submissions for the 2022 convention. Specifically, we did not anticipate accepting presentations
on CSS for the coming convention program given recent academic publications calling into
question the scientific merit of the procedure as well as greater emphasis on ethical
considerations within the Behavior Analysis Certification Board and ABAI Program Call for
Papers. In response, Dr. Malott let us know that the ABAI Executive Council would be
discussing the topic during the fall meeting.

After the fall meeting of the ABAI Executive Council, Dr. Malott communicated to us that the
Council had decided to eschew the standard peer review process through the ABAI Annual
Convention Program Committee and instead route submissions that potentially contain CSS
through a special task force created for this purpose. Furthermore, we were informed that the
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Council had decided that a special event on skin shock would be created at the 2022 Annual
Convention to address the issue and that practitioners who use CSS would be invited to
participate as co-presenters. Although we were concerned on multiple levels about ABAI
creating a special event that may be interpreted as supporting or legitimizing CSS, we were
encouraged by the possibility that multiple stakeholders from all concerned parties, including
autistic self-advocates, could be included in the dialogue. We asked for a live video conference
meeting with Dr. Malott and the three ABAI Presidents (Drs. Rasmussen, Pilgrim, and Rehfeldt)
to discuss these matters.

We were invited to a zoom meeting with Dr. Malott and Dr. Pilgrim. During the meeting, we did
not feel like our concerns were heard. Rather, we came to feel the purpose of the meeting was
primarily to inform us of the Council’s position. Although we repeatedly requested that the
Program Committee be included in the special peer review process for CSS submissions, we
were told that the Program Committee would not have the opportunity to have input on the
process and, moreover, we were not told the members of the special peer review task force
despite our request for this information. Although we had hoped to initiate a dialogue about this
challenging issue for our field and the ABAI program, instead we were excluded from the
discussion about how to handle these issues in the program.

The end result of this process is that all presentations that may be related to CSS were
accepted for inclusion in the 2022 convention program without the involvement of the Area
Coordinators, Program Committee Chair, or Program Coordinator. Moreover, the Content Areas
for these presentations were removed without explanation from the online program. The overall
process for the review and acceptance of CSS presentations for the convention program
presented several concerns for us. In particular, a time-honored peer review process exists
within the Program Committee and contains several opportunities for checks and balances,
which serves the function of preventing individuals from exerting undue influence and power on
the convention program. In addition, no inclusion of stakeholders and self-advocates resulted
from the special peer review process as far as we are aware. We are concerned that the
resulting presentations on CSS that have been included in the program could convey the
message that the voices of the autistic community and others who have decried CSS on a
scientific and ethical basis have not been heard by ABAI.

Furthermore, we are concerned that we were prevented from executing a number of our
responsibilities in our roles. The following is a list of the responsibilities for our positions in which
we were not allowed to engage. These responsibilities are excerpted from the full list in the
Program Handbook (attached):

Activities not permitted but listed as responsibilities
Program Coordinator

● Reviewing and considering for approval special program requests and requests for rule
exceptions

● Serving as consultant when challenging issues in the program arise
● Serving as the liaison between the Program Board and the ABAI Executive Council
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● Reviewing the final program

Program Committee Chair
● Enforcing all program rules
● Reviewing the entire program

The presentations involving skin shock are from the Judge Rotenberg Center, which is a
sponsor of the 2022 ABAI Program. These presentations were made inaccessible and thus not
reviewed or seen by the Area Coordinators, Program Committee Chair, and Program Board
Coordinator prior to inclusion in the program. The two symposia, now visible in the online
program, include presentations from only one organization; symposia with presentations from
only one organization are generally not accepted in the program through the usual process.

The workshop appears to involve practical training for attendees on when to choose more
intrusive behavioral intervention procedures. Although we cannot know because the abstract is
not clear, given the Judge Rotenberg center’s established track record of using CSS, it seems
not unreasonable for readers of the convention program to believe that this workshop will
provide attendees with practical training on when to choose to use electric shock as behavior
modification. ABAI creating the appearance of potentially providing a forum for practitioners to
receive training on how to use CSS is problematic for us as Program Board leaders, as the most
fundamental ethical standards of both psychology and behavior analysis advocate avoiding
aversive and intrusive treatments to the greatest extent possible. In addition, the overall
evolution of the workshop review process in recent years at ABAI has been to decrease the
number of workshops accepted, with an aim toward accepting only those workshops that are
likely to have the largest attendance. Given that no one in the field of applied behavior analysis
uses CSS outside of the Judge Rotenberg Center, it seems unlikely that this workshop could
have been considered to be one that would attract a large audience seeking the information
provided.

Overall, we are concerned with the lack of transparency of the process. We were not given the
opportunity to do large portions of our roles with respect to CSS submissions and we do not feel
that we were given adequate explanations for why the standard peer review process was
prevented. The chain of events surrounding the issue described in this letter has led both of us
to feel we do not have the opportunity to make the types of meaningful contributions to the ABAI
Annual Convention program that we seek. We feel we have been prevented from doing our jobs
as we understood them, particularly with respect to guiding and representing the Area
Coordinators with whom we work. The way in which the ABAI leadership interacted with us
around this issue gave us the impression that our input regarding challenging issues for our
science was not welcomed. For example, our suggestion that a moratorium on presentations
using CSS could be declared until such a time as ABAI developed an official statement of
position on the topic was not considered. Upon careful and thorough reflection, we feel that the
contributions that we can make in these positions are not consistent with our values and vision
for professional service. We are united in expressing that a large part of our purpose in
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engaging in professional service is to help move our science toward a future of greater justice
and equity, which we do not feel has been fully recognized or welcomed in our roles at ABAI.

It has been our honor to serve as Program Board Coordinator and Program Committee Chair.
We especially would like to acknowledge the work of the Area Coordinators in reviewing
submissions, inviting speakers, and the other tasks in which they have tirelessly been engaged.
The program would not be possible without them.

Sincerely,

________________________________________________
Amy Odum, PhD, Program Committee Chair

________________________________________________
Jonathan Tarbox, PhD, BCBA-D, Program Board Coordinator


